2000 acura integra

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No
pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions.
See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be
deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus,
illness or disease. It looks like the only vehicles matching your search at this time are over
miles away. Consider expanding your search or save this search to get notified when matching
inventory is available. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your
ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Hatchback 1 Sedan 1. Trim
GS 1 LS 1. Engine and Drivetrain Engine Type Gas 1. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 2. Cylinders 4
cylinders 1. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently
added listings. New Listing. No accidents. Showing 1 - 2 out of 2 listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. More classic than Gone With The Wind. Some people say the looks are dated. It was way
ahead of its time, and even in still is. Nothing compares to the styling. The best design of the
90's, which is the best decade for exterior design of all time. I have the auto GS. It's rated as 27
highway MPG. That's right. No joke. Better than most of even the best mileage kings today. And
my car has K on it. I have fit 3 fullsize mtn bikes in this hatchback. The Euros wish they can
make something like this. Overall the GTI ain't got nothing on the Integra. Keep dreaming, VW.
Read more. Read less. Sign Up. The Honda Integra , marketed in North America as the Acura
Integra , is an automobile produced by Japanese automobile manufacturer Honda from to It
succeeded the Honda Quint as a more luxurious and sport-oriented derivative of the Civic. The
Integra Type R is widely regarded as one of the best front-wheel-drive cars of all time. Car and
Driver magazine named the Integra to its annual Ten Best list six times: in , , and through The
GS-R model was called out specifically in and This vehicle debuted in Japan in February as the
Honda Quint Integra, available only at Honda's Japanese dealership sales channel Honda Verno
before going on sale a year later in North America as part of the then-new luxury Acura lineup.
The three-door hatchback was the only model available originally, with a five-door arriving in
October The four-door saloon bodystyle became available in Japan in the autumn of The engine
was the vehicle's most publicized feature, as DOHC, multi-valve engines were not commonplace
in entry-level models at the time. In most European countries, only the five-door liftback was
offered, as a replacement for the Honda Quint. Typically for European Integras, only the 1. The
five-door liftback model was also sold in Australia rebadged as the Rover i. Except for in Britain,
Honda did not offer the more powerful 1. The ZC engine was also shared with the Honda
Concerto , which was sold at newly established Japanese dealership sales channel called
Honda Clio , which sold luxury oriented products like the Honda Legend. Vehicles installed with
a carburetor earned Compared to the US, the European Integra was aimed downmarket and
generally lacked equipment, with neither trim level LX or EX offering painted bumpers, central
locking, power windows, nor air conditioning, even though a small number of fully equipped,
left-hand drive fuel-injected Integras were sold in the Netherlands. The Integra EX16 did offer a
sunroof, painted bumpers, a rear spoiler and Hi-Fi stereo equipment, but neither electric
windows, central locking nor air conditioning were available. This was considered as a
drawback to its European competitors such as the Peugeot 1. The first Integra never became as
popular in Europe as it did in the US, but was praised by most motor magazines for its styling
and overall road performance. The styling reflected the popularity of Honda's performance
coupe, the Honda Verno sports coupe companion Honda Prelude , with the Integra offering a
coupe for added cargo accommodation, and a slightly smaller appearance to the larger Honda
Vigor. Just like the Prelude and the Vigor of that period, the Integra featured sleek, sporty
pop-up headlights, like its Japanese dealership Honda Verno stablemates, with the CRX
adopting semi-concealed doors over the headlights. Nearly , units were sold during the
four-year run of the first-generation model, most of them in the United States. The first
generation Acura Integras actually came with two different engines. Although they shared the
same engine code D16A1 , there were a few differences. The engine differed in the years to and
to The two engines are commonly called the "Browntop" and "Blacktop" due to the color of
their valve covers. The "browntop" came in and Integras while the "blacktop" came in and
models. The improvements in the "blacktop" engine included lighter rods, domed pistons for
slightly higher compression, and an electric advance distributor the "browntop" came with a
vacuum advance distributor. The and Integras also got a minor facelift, featuring slightly
reshaped indicator lights, an improved climate control system and an update of the instrument
clocks. In Europe, the discontinued Integra five-door Liftback was discontinued in October
following the launch of the Rover-based Honda Concerto. This was the only generation to offer
3-, 4-, and 5-door models. Production of the 5-door hatchback ceased in The RSi was the base

model with a lighter weight thanks to wind-up windows, no rear spoiler and few options. All
vehicles sold in Japan had their width dimensions slightly reduced so as to be in compliance
with Japanese government regulations concerning exterior dimensions so that the car would be
officially recognized as a "compact" and not incur yearly taxes for being wider. In October , the
range received a mild facelift. At the same time, a 1. This generation saw the discontinuation of
the five-door hatchback, and the first availability of a four-door sedan outside Japan. The new
hardtop bodystyle reflected a popular trend in Japan of offering an entry level sedan, such as
the Civic-based platform the Integra used, in a reduced height four-door hardtop. The sedan
was only styled to look like a hardtop. The vehicle retained the B-pillar, while the doors were
constructed without window frames. This styling carried over to the third generation sedan, and
shared visual similarities to the Honda Verno larger companion, the Honda Vigor. In North
America, the Integra was sold under the Acura nameplate. Model choices consisted of a 3-door
hatchback and a new 4-door sedan. All trim levels were available with a 5-speed manual or
4-speed automatic transmission except for the GS-R which was only offered in a 5 speed
manual with shorter gearing than other trim levels. For the and model years, Acura offered a
GS-R model. The GS-R hatchback came only with a 5-speed manual transmission and 1. The
GS-R model is rare with less than 5, of the â€” model years Acura Integra GS-R were produced
for North America, this is confirmed by the vehicle identification number sequence of these
cars. Using this information, the production numbers of the GS-R via vehicle history reports are
determined. Honda debuted the third generation model in in Japan at Honda Verno locations. It
had an unusual four headlight front end design which was dubbed "spider eyes" by some
enthusiasts. In the U. The four headlight front end design, or "bug eye" headlights, proved
unpopular in Japan, so all JDM Integras were given a minor facelift in with more conventional
elongated flat headlights and a revised front bumper. The top model was relabeled the Integra
SiR. This generation Integra was generally not available in Europe, although some markets such
as Greece did receive this model. Dealer-installed options for the third generation Integra
included: security system, 15" alloy wheels, trunk mat, splash guards, fog lights, rear wing
spoiler, sunroof Hatchback only , CD changer, leather seats, leather shift knob and leather
steering wheel. RS : Regular Sport, was available in both hatchback and sedan. There was no
sedan available in Model dropped in Standard features were a cassette player, rear window
defroster, and tilt steering wheel. Cassette player replaced with CD player in LS : Luxury Sport,
was available in both Hatchback and seden a leather wrapped steering wheel and shift knob. SE
: Special Edition, was available in both hatchback and sedan starting from The trim was only
available in and model years until they were changed to be named the GS in From the LS, it
added leather seats, alloy wheels on all years, and a rear wing spoiler optional. GS : Grand
Sport, was available in both hatchback and sedan starting from Same standard features as the
SE. Including rear spoiler. Same standard features as the GS minus the leather seats. However,
leather seats ended up becoming a standard feature on the GS-R starting in Automatic
transmission is an option in certain markets for this car. The result was a capable sports
hatchback which was acclaimed by motoring journalists worldwide. Gear ratios for the final
drive were higher, making 1st to 3rd gears closer, while 4th and 5th were longer to maintain the
'96 Spec cruising comfort. The engine power remained the same, but use of a new 4â€”1 long
tube header brought torque lower down to 6, rpm. A final trim version offered in mid onwards
for the JDM market known as the "Type Rx" came factory fitted with motorized folding mirrors,
dashboard clock, blue-hue carbon trim interiors, and an audio system as part of the standard
package. In Japan, the Integra is revered as one of the best sports cars of the '90s. It has been
acclaimed by motoring journalists worldwide, including Evo magazine , which named the Type
R 'the greatest front-wheel-drive performance car ever', and TheAutoChannel. The Integra Type
R is considered a modern classic and prices have steadily risen. The third generation also saw
the production of a four-wheel drive option. It originated from the Honda Domani , another
derivative of this vehicle sold at Honda Clio locations. It was made from to , and used the cc
D15B engine. Honda's press material of the time indicated that the SJ was intended to provide a
"formal sedan" for the Integra range; another reason may have been to sell Ferios using a more
sporting model name at Honda Verno dealerships in Japan, as was the case with the Nissan
Laurel Spirit. This followed Isuzu's practice of selling Honda models as Isuzus which started
with the Gemini ; with Honda also selling Isuzu's sport utility vehicles in Japan and North
America some as Acuras in the latter market , and pickup trucks in Thailand. In , CCC
Information Services named the Integra as the most stolen car in the United States, with the
model year of the car listed as the third-most stolen model for that year. The fourth generation
Integra was introduced in Japan on April 13, and produced from July to July It also had an
entirely new engine, the K-series. In March , Honda announced that the Integra would be
discontinued in June after its final cars were sold, due to the shrinkage of the coupe market.

The reaction of the consumers towards the discontinuation, however, forced Honda to extend
production until July and produce more Integras. Also, the introduction of the similarly powerful
and less expensive model-year Honda Civic Si was there to fill in the gap left by the RSX. The
Integra Type R comes equipped with Recaro seats, four-piston Brembo front brakes, a close
ratio six-speed manual transmission, a limited-slip differential, variable back-pressure exhaust
system, and a stiffer suspension. In and , the Integra won two consecutive IMSA International
Sedan series manufacturers' championships, while Parker Johnstone won drivers'
championship in the same years driving the Integra. The BTC-T version of the Integra was very
successful in the British Touring Car Championship , winning 27 races and becoming the
champion in and , despite being only entered by privateer teams. The first car is a red model
driven by Edwin, played by Ja Rule. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about
the automobile. For other uses, see Honda Integra disambiguation. This article has multiple
issues. Please help improve it or discuss these issues on the talk page. Learn how and when to
remove these template messages. This article relies too much on references to primary
sources. Please improve this by adding secondary or tertiary sources. October Learn how and
when to remove this template message. Some of this article's listed sources may not be
reliable. Please help this article by looking for better, more reliable sources. Unreliable citations
may be challenged or deleted. February Learn how and when to remove this template message.
This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor
vehicle. Main article: Honda Integra DC5. Retrieved 22 February The Telegraph. Retrieved
Automobil Revue in German and French. Berne, Switzerland: Hallwag AG. Japan: Honda.
Retrieved 9 February Japan: Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association. The Asahi Shimbun.
Archived from the original on 26 March Generation 2 Integra Club. Retrieved 1 January
Retrieved 24 May The Drive. NBC News. USA Today. Honda Newsroom. US: Honda. June
Archived from the original PDF on 5 September Retrieved 2 November Honda Motor Company.
American Honda Motor Co. Honda Motor Co. Oberg Honda Malaysia Racing Team. Acura , a
division of Honda , road car timeline, â€”present. Hidden categories: CS1 German-language
sources de CS1 French-language sources fr CS1 uses Japanese-language script ja All articles
with vague or ambiguous time Vague or ambiguous time from February CS1 Japanese-language
sources ja Articles lacking reliable references from October All articles lacking reliable
references Articles lacking reliable references from February Articles needing additional
references from September All articles needing additional references Articles with multiple
maintenance issues Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata
All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from September
Articles containing Japanese-language text Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Suzuka Plant , Suzuka,
Mie , Japan. Front-engine, front-wheel drive. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Honda
Integra. Kei car. Life Dunk. Acty Street. Brio Amaze. Ascot Innova. Integra SJ. Accord CB.
Accord CD. Accord CF. Accord CG. Accord CL. Accord CU. FCX Clarity. Civic Coupe. Integra
Coupe. Accord Coupe. Legend Coupe. CR-X del Sol. Sport compact. Civic Type R. Integra Type
R. Sports car. Accord Type R. Accord Euro-R. NSX Type R. Subcompact crossover. Compact
crossover. Mid-size crossover. Station wagon. Civic Shuttle. Accord CF6. Accord CM. Mini MPV.
Mobilio Spike. EV Plus. Compact MPV. Odyssey RA6. Odyssey RB. Odyssey RB3. Odyssey RC.
Odyssey RL3. Odyssey RL5. Odyssey RL6. Acty Van. City Pro. Civic Van. Civic Pro. Partner Van.
Subcompact executive car. Compact executive car. Executive car. Full-size luxury car. Personal
luxury car. Vehicles exclusive to Canada. Vehicles exclusive to China. Vehicles exclusive to the
United States. You have no vehicle information saved in your Acura Owners account. These
files contain detailed information about your vehicle, and can be downloaded, searched, and
printed. The Owner's Manual explains the various features and functions of your Acura, offers
operation tips and suggestions for vehicle care and maintenance, provides specific details on
safety systems, and includes comprehensive technical specifications. If your vehicle is
equipped with a navigation system, a navigation manual with detailed instructions, settings, and
other information is also available. To purchase printed manuals, you can order online or
contact:. Delivery time is approximately five weeks. To save paper and time, you can download
the latest manuals now. Need more help? Contact your local Acura Dealer. Please contact any
authorized Acura dealer to determine if your vehicle is eligible for an update and to schedule a
software update appointment. The update process may take approximately two hours and will
be performed free of charge through November 1, If you have questions about software updates
or need assistance with locating an Acura dealer, you may contact Acura Client Relations at or
use the dealer locator to find your dealer. Choose a Year and Model to View YEAR MODEL

Select. The Owner's Guide provides a quick how-to on basic functions and features. Coverage
and terms of your vehicle's warranties, including general provisions, new vehicle limited
warranty, emissions, tires and accessories warranties, replacement parts and more. Details can
be found in the Warranty section. Make Acura. Model Integra. Acura Integra Type R unmodified
all factory! The only aftermarket item on this vehicle is a DC Sports ceramic coated header.
Please call Mon-Fri pm to arrange checking out the vehicle. It originally came with the extremely
rare red interior which was stolen along with the original engine and transmission, hence why
the title is branded. Badge number of this car is unknown as it was stolen with the interior.
Entire car was professionally repainted about 5 years ago by the previous owner. Because of
this, some VIN body stickers show, some don't. Please e-mail me at asmarrazzaq msn. Selling
my Integra type R, this model only came to the states for 5 years and is a collectors car.. This
Acura Integra type R has been my performance shop project for about 4 years now, I restored
the vehicle from the ground up to its current status, the car is an original Acura Integra type R
from the U. S market, we did the full right hand drive conversion on it and front end conversion
as well. The car does have a rebuilt tittle due to theft. The car got stripped completely during the
restoration process and got repainted by a professional body shop, all the paint was bought at
the dealer. The car currently runs on e85 fuel and still manages to get 24mpg, I tuned the vehicle
myself on a Hondata s v3 here on my shops dyno, the car currently makes whp and tq. Below is
the setup information. Engine: b18c golden eagle sleeved to Wheels: I will be including 2 sets of
rims for this car. All Numbers matching car. You are not going to find another Type-R in this
condition for this low of a price! Cylinder head ported and polished. All chrome accents that
were added can be easily removed if you do not want them. Mickey Thompson drag radials for
the front and Nittos Neo Gen for the rearOne owner, 1 accident Someone backed into the front
bumper back in Always garage kept. Floor mats and steering wheel have been covered since
new and show very little wear. Original Window sticker and sales invoice are included Two Keys
and owners manual come with this rare findTitle free and clear in handSold As Is. Type R Rear
seats. Type R Dash. Type R Shift Boot. Type R Floor mats. GSR Door Handel's. GSR Cluster.
GSR Door Panels. Type R JDM headlights. Type R JDM bumper. Type R Taillights. New Blox
Racing Tuner series Coilovers. New Asr extended wheel suds. New Mukei wheel lugs. New
Stoptech rotors and pads. New Skunk2 front upper control arms. New Skunk2 front lower
control arms. New Skunk2 rear lower control arms. New Skunk2 rear lower arm bar. New Energy
suspension bushing and sleeve kit. New Trailing arm bushings and sleeves. New Upper and
lower front ball joints. New Cotter pins and nuts. New Skunk2 short shifter. New Shifter bushing
kit. New Outer Tie Rods. New Hazport Motor Mounts. No Knock Off!!!!! Clean Texas Blue Title.
The things that are new, are. The Jdm parts are real OEM but used in excellent condition All
parts were professionally installed, the core support was welded on correctly. I have all receipts
and documentation for parts and installation The car has a port and polished type R head, the
body end is bored over. I have all the receipts for all the work done on the car the car has
perfect compression on all four cylinders and the leak down test was also very good. Buyer will
be responsible for pick up, serious inquiries only. Please contact us if you have any questions.
Get started with financing by filling out our safe and secure credit application. Click here to get
financed for you future vehicle! You can also call or email to begin the process. Reports include
our exclusive AutoCheck Score - a rating that allows you to quickly and easily understand a
vehicle's past, compare vehicles and lowers your risk of buying a vehicle with undetected
problems. Deposit can be handled through Paypal or contact us for payment via wire transfer or
credit card. CA Taxes and Fees Buyers within the state of California will be charged for taxes,
title, registration, and documentation fees. National Buyers Out of California Tax, title and
license fees are not charged to buyers out of state. Buyers are responsible for these fees and
registering their vehicle in their respective state. Please also see shipping information below.
Auction Polices Winning bidder must contact us within 24 hours after the auction closes. The
buyer then has 7 calendar days to complete the transaction. In the case the buyer does not pay
or complete the transaction after the 7 day period, we reserve the right to relist or sell the
vehicle to another buyer. If you have any other questions, please feel free to contact us. If
shipping is needed, please feel free to contact us to receive a quote. We will assist in shipping
arrangements, but the buyer is responsible for all shipping costs. Shipping companies that we
use are fully licensed, bonded, and insured. Meticulous maintenance. This catalyst has an
actual FIA number on it! Shifts perfect. The punched date on these is now March This is a large
auction. If you cant see the over 50 pictures, click refresh on your browser. Use this report as
one important tool, along with a vehicle inspection and test drive, to make a better decision
about your next used car. Check with an authorized Acura dealer for any open recalls. Low
mileage! This owner drove less than the industry average of 15, miles per year. We can assist
you with anything that you need during the process. Pictures of the build. Official U. Chassis

number of in yellow made that year. Less than of these were ever made for the U. It has a
naturally aspirated, factory handbuilt, 1. Brakes are also bigger and the ABS system is 12
pounds lighter than regular Integras. It is a very livable all-out performance car with Honda
reliability that can be driven every day. This is a numbers matching car and is nearly all stock
please see additional info. The interior is fully stock including seats, steering wheel, floor mats,
stereo, and titanium shift knob cigarette lighter adapter is also included but not pictured. There
are no mechanical, brake, or electrical issues. The car starts immediately upon first turn of the
key and it drives, shifts, steers, and runs perfectly including during the VTEC switchover at
RPM. All electricals and HVAC equipment work perfectly including heat and cold AC, wipers and
defrosters, power mirrors, headlights and highbeams, and power windows and door locks. The
Falken tires are also new with less than miles on them and the timing belt was replaced 4 years
ago as part of preventive maintenance due to age not mileage. Owner HistoryI purchased the
Integra as a second vehicle so it was not used as a daily driver and was always covered and
garaged when not driven. I am the 2nd owner and the ONLY driver for more than 10 years of
almost entirely highway mileage very rarely stop and go. I purchased it with 58, miles on it and
the car currently has approximately 86, It has a clean history with no accidents along with a
clean and clear title. Never driven in rain or snow and the car was stored during winters with the
battery on a trickle charger the battery has been dealer replaced twice over the years. The car
has not been used for racing of any kind and has always been serviced at the same North
Haven, CT Acura dealer where it was purchased and serviced for 15 years via both the original
owner and myself. I found the lower ride height, while tricky in driveways just go at an angle ,
does improve the handling, performance, stability and mileage without affecting reliability.
Stance looks better too. Still not a plush ride being essentially a factory street-legal race car but
much more compliant than I expected even to this day. The car still has the original 5-lug
factory alloy wheels with 55mm rubber which no doubt helps the ride quality. Swirl marks are
visible upon very close inspection otherwise the paint is largely spotless except for some small
chips on the the wraparound part of the rear bumper on the passenger side will include small
bottle of color-matched touch up paint. I also had the front bumper re-sprayed last year due to
the paint cracking from age on the factory plastic. The two pneumatic struts that hold up the
rear hatch are untouched but no longer hold enough air to keep the hatch raised. Despite lots of
security measures there have been theft attempts but, thankfully, none were successful vehicle
never moved an inch unless I was driving it and no parts were ever removed in any attempts. As
such, due to damage after one such attempt, the steering wheel and column were once dealer
replaced with new factory parts direct from japan that took a month to arrive. I have been unable
to get them to correct this at the moment. There is also a half inch tear in the leather shift boot. I
will include an uninstalled replacement one but it lacks the Type R red stitching. The SaleI am
selling the car because I now drive it much less than the already fewer than miles I averaged per
year have put less than a miles on it the past two years combined. No trades. Serious inquires
only. After completion of sale, the car is available for local pickup in Southwest Connecticut.
Buyer can also choose to ship the vehicle as long as buyer pays for shipping and makes
reasonable arrangements after full payment I will not drive the car out of state to deliver to a
shipper. Rebuildable Acura integra Type R. Currently has a New york salvage title. This car has
been in a accident as seen in the photos. Engine runs great. All matching vins throughout the
whole car. Completely original. Car has rust in both rear quarter panels and throughout the rest
of the car as a normal car here in new york would be. For any questions email me or text or call
to 8ninenine1. I have a Acura Integra Type R usdm with k miles freshly done over with receipts
for everything. The motor was replaced with a jdm type r B18C5 with LSD transmission motor
has roughly 85k miles and is extremely healthy and well taken care of as well as transmission.
When the swap was put in the whole engine bay was repainted type r yellow and the bay was
shaved and the motor got a complete wire tuck with custom rywire harness, brake line tuck. The
motor has a few upgrades such as Hasport mounts, VMS cam gears, Koyo half size radiator,
shaved and cut wrinkle red valve cover, etc. The interior has black and red stitch dc2 recaros
fresh from japan, personal grinta steering wheel, all interior pieces painted black such as
headliner and all other oem pieces. The car has Brembo drilled rotors with all new brakes,
Function 7 lower control arms with matching Function 7 rear subframe. The suspension is 36
way adjustable D2 coilovers. All the window moldings where all just oem replaced. I recently
just put brand new rims and tires on the car the rims are made by Varrstoen 16x8 wrapped with
yokohama s drives. I just replaced the shifter to a K-tuned and also added hood spacers that
match the function 7 setup. This car won a lot of shows and is a super rare car has people
turning heads all day long there is a ton of money invested into as you may already know i have
receipts for everything in my name. The car was built for show definitely a great summer car or
toy but not recommended for everyday use. The car was also in an accident 5 or 6 years ago

with last owner and the car now has a reconstructed title. Trust me though you will not find a
single flaw with this car you can't see any damage or anything the body checks out mint all
around. Only miles! Miles will slightly go up as I do drive it a few days out of the week, this is
not my only vehicle. Genuine Honda JDM HID front end works and fits flawlessly with metal
fenders and polyurethane front bumper, not no knock off fiberglass kit. OEM Honda front, sides
and rear lip kit. This Type R was recently repainted professionally Phoenix Yellow by the
previous owner, looks fantastic! Interior is immaculate! Non smoker, no tears or rips in the
seats. Dashboard and door panels are near perfect condition, you would have to see in person
to appreciate the way this Type R has been taken care of! Cars runs and shifts awesome! No
grinds or slips. Has strong engine compression across all cylinders. Fresh oil and filter change,
fresh Honda manual transmission fluid when clutch and flywheel installed. Definitely rare and
hard to find a legit Type R that hasn't been stolen, salvaged, or wrecked! This Type R has a
perfect carfax, no accidents or theft! I'm no hurry to sell, so please give me a reasonable offer,
these are becoming collector items! Still has a lein through my bank, so please have funds
available before bidding so the title can be transferred to you or your bank. Vehicle is sold as-is.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask. Please be specific on what you want to
know about this vehicle. This vehicle is also being sold locally so I may end this auction if sold.
Reason for selling, I need something bigger for the family. I have listed all new, OEM and
aftermarket parts below. I still have the OEM intake and motor mounts that will be added with
the sale. I do not have the stock wheels. Bakersfield, CA. Elk Grove, CA. Monroeville, PA. Green
Bay, WI. Collegedale, TN. Absarokee, MT. Gervais, OR. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Year Make Acura Model Integra. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily
Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. This Acura Integra Type-R is number 1, of approximately 1,
examples produced for the US market for the model year and was acquired by the current owner
in The car is finished in Phoenix Yellow over black cloth and powered by a 1. The Type R
features restyled bodywork and a rear wing, and this example is finished in Phoenix Yellow Y
The seller notes that the passenger-side rear quarter panel was repaired and the front bumper
and mirrors were repainted under prior ownership. The seller reports that the damage was the
result of a hail storm and was repaired by a paintless dent removal service. The insurance
record and repair receipt for the hail damage as well as the receipt for the passenger-side rear
quarter panel repair are presented in the gallery. Power-assisted steering, independent
double-wishbone suspension, and four-wheel disc brakes came standard on the Integra Type R.
The seller notes that stainless steel brake lines are fitted as well as aftermarket front lower
control arm bushings. The cabin features bolstered front seats and a split rear bench
upholstered in black cloth with microsuede accents and red stitching. The leather-wrapped
steering wheel frames a 10k-rpm tachometer and a mph speedometer. The six-digit mechanical
odometer shows k miles, approximately 2k of which were added under current ownership. The
1. The engine was factory-rated at horsepower and lb-ft of torque. An aftermarket aluminum
radiator is fitted and an oil change was performed in preparation for sale. The results of a
compression test performed at k miles can be viewed in the gallery. Power is delivered to the
front wheels through a five-speed manual transaxle with a limited-slip differential. The seller
notes that an ACT clutch and flywheel were installed in under previous ownership at
approximately k miles. The Carfax report lists the aforementioned damage in July and shows
history in Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey. A video overview including driving and
underside footage can be viewed below. You're the high bidder. Your bid has been posted in the
comment flow on the listing, and you can see other bids there as they happen. Good luck! If you
win the auction, your card will be charged for the service fee and you pay the seller directly for
the vehicle. If you don't win, your existing pre-authorization will be released. When you bid we
pre-authorize your credit card for the service fee this helps prevent fraud. If you don't win, the
pre-authorization wil
fuse box porsche cayenne 2011
unitary lights
mitsubishi lancer tune up
l be released. For more info, read about our auctions or email us with any questions. Are you
sure you want to proceed? This Acura Integra Type R got away, but there are more like it here.
See Result. Upcoming Events Copperstate April 10 - June 5 - 6. August 4 - 7. August 6 - 7.
Advertise on BaT. You are not connected to real-time updates. Attempting to connect. Your
real-time updates could not be connected. Missed updates will be sent once your connection
has been reestablished. Checking for missed updatesâ€¦. Bid Successful Congratulations!
Confirm your bid Please address the errors below. Update Credit Card. Are you sure? Cancel
reply. Keep me in this conversation via email. Loading more commentsâ€¦. Please enable

JavaScript to engage in the discussion on this site. Confirm Your Comment Did you mean to
enter this number as a bid? If so please use the bidding box above. Post This as a Comment
Cancel. Error Posting Comment There was an error posting your comment. January 25, at PM
PT.

